Technocover Announces LPCB Certified Two-Way Security Hatch UltraSecure Emergency Escape Unit
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Combining personnel emergency escape and entry in a high security upstand cover, Technocover’s innovative LPCB certified UltraSecure Emergency Escape Unit sets a high standard as it launches.

The two-way security hatch has received LPCB certification, it is also the access cover has been approved to LPS 1175 Issue 8, the latest revision of LPCB’s demanding test standard.

Available with a D10 security rating, the novel addition to Technocover’s extensive LPCB portfolio has resolved technically complex challenges, assisted by bespoke locking from Tindall Engineering, to achieve secure, dual access functionality.
LPCB certified resistance to physical attack

The design fills a gap for an emergency escape cover for underground assets that allows ingress by authorized personnel compatible with site security while assuring LPCB certified resistance to physical attack. This will significantly enhance operational flexibility for tasks such as plant maintenance on utilities, telecommunications, transport, energy and other critical infrastructure sites and high security applications.

The new range offers sizes to meet clear openings from 700 mm by 600 mm to 1200 mm square, as well as Technocover’s usual value-adding features such as alarm brackets, domed water-shedding lid, and assisted one-person cover handling.
You may also be interested in...

**Automatic Gates: Making The Right Investment For Access Control**

The experience of the COVID-19 pandemic has made us all more conscious of who is coming and going from our property. Whether it is a family...

**Thermal Cameras and Smart Cities: Preventing COVID-19 in Public Places**

With the pandemic still in full swing and no certainty as to when exactly it will come to an end, the world has been battling anxiety for mo...

**Can CCTV Become A More Effective Tool?**

We all know that having CCTV around your home can help to protect you and your family. Without CCTV, you could end up in danger and an intru...